BUILD.
GET REWARDED.

REPEAT.

BUILDER BONUS* Available to Presidential Diamonds and below
• Enroll two customers or distributors, each with 200 LP orders in one month. Earn $100
in Rapid Rewards the very next day.
• In the second month, your two new team members must receive a 125 LP (or higher)
Loyalty Program order.
•  You must personally have a 125 LP Loyalty Program order both months to qualify.
•  You have now earned a $100 Builder Bonus. That’s a total of $200 in your pocket in
just two months!
•  For every two additional new team members who meet the same qualifications over
two months, earn another $100 Builder Bonus—up to $400 in one month.

MASTER BUILDER INCENTIVE TRIP* Available to Presidential Diamonds and below
•  Top earners in the Builder Bonus incentive program each quarter will win a four-day,
    three-night trip for two to a destination in their region. (Trips will occur semi-annually or
annually, depending on the region.)
•  Master Builder trip winners must remain active with a 125 LP Loyalty Program monthly
order through the dates of the trip.
•  Winners are announced quarterly.

*The Builder Bonus program is slightly modified for markets where 4Life does not have an office. If you reside in a country that does not have a 4Life office,
please read the Terms and Conditions on your country website. In all markets, Presidential Diamonds and International Diamonds may also qualify for
Great Escape trips.

Frequently Asked Questions About the Builder Bonus and Master Builder Programs
Q. Why was the Power Pool replaced with the Builder Bonus program and Master Builder trip?
A. We are excited to provide distributors with even greater benefits through the Builder Bonus program and Master Builder trip. The
Builder Bonus program will be available to even more distributors, since you only need two new distributors or customers with the
required sales volume to qualify. Plus, the Builder Bonus is a guaranteed amount of $100. In addition, top-performing distributors
in the Builder Bonus program will win exciting Master Builder trips for two and earn the designation of Master Builder.

Q. Why are the Builder Bonus program and Master Builder trip only available to Presidential Diamonds and below?
A. These programs are designed to encourage the growth of the lower-rank distributors in your organization and support their
business-building efforts. Distributors at the Presidential Diamond and International Diamond ranks may continue to qualify
for the Great Escape trip.

Q. Why are new distributors and customers required to have a monthly Loyalty Program order of 125 LP to qualify
for the Builder Bonus?
A. New distributors who have a 125 LP Loyalty Program order receive the highest level of benefits. They will also purchase more
consistently and create greater long-term sales volume in your organization.

Q. Why can’t Emerging Markets participate in the Master Builder trip program?
A. Because of certain logistical challenges, Master Builder trips are limited to markets where 4Life has an office.

Q. Can a distributor who resides in a market that has a 4Life office enroll distributors or customers in an Emerging
Market to qualify for the Builder Bonus?
A. No. As stated in the Terms and Conditions, new distributors and customers must reside in markets where 4Life has an office to count
toward your Builder Bonus qualification.

